Classroom Supply List
for 2019-2020
FOURTH GRADE
1 set (12-24) colored pencils
1 set of thin markers
1 highlighter
1 basic calculator
1 sturdy pencil sharpener with a lid
$5 for extra supplies inside your binder
1 backpack (not the rolling kind, they do not fit in cubbies)
1 5-subject wide ruled spiral
2 packages (or boxes) of standard presharpened #2 pencils
several blue pens
2 boxes of Kleenex
1 pencil pouch (for controlling the rolling in the desks :)
1 or 2 dry erase markers
Optional Supplies: These are supplies that some students enjoy having in their desks: ruler, a good pair of
scissors, extra #2 or mechanical pencils.
A New International Version (NIV) Bible, preferably one with a concordance. There is a resource in the
back of some youth Bibles called a “dictionary concordance” which is more confusing and less thorough. If
you can find one with a regular concordance, that would be best. This Bible should be one that can be left
at school. If you have trouble finding one, go to www.cbd.com and type in “NIV Bible concordance
thinline.” Several options pop up in various colors, etc. This is the same Bible for 3rd – 5th grade.
A 1½ inch three ring binder. Just FYI, the ones that we’ve found work the best are 1½ Avery Heavy-Duty (or
Durable) View binders with EZ-turn rings. You don’t have to get that exact binder but the one you buy does
need some very specific things. It needs to have pockets inside the front and back covers. It also needs to
have a place where a paper can be slid into the outside front and back covers (usually called a “view”
binder). Please really check to see that all these features are present. Just bring it in empty on the first day
and we will set it up together. I will provide everything that you need inside it.

